Kick-off meeting Riverhood and River Commons
23 September 2021

At this online meeting, Riverhood and River Commons were officially kicked off! After the
welcome words, both projects PhD and postdoc researchers introduced themselves. This
was followed by brief key notes on the four central dimensions of the framework that unites
both projects. The dimensions shed light on the diverse meanings, spaces, interactions,
and appearances of socio-natural river systems: River-as-Ecosociety; River-asTerritory; River-as-Subject; and River-as-Movement. Gathering over a hundred
participants, subgroups discussed these key notions. The event also focused on programme
integration and connecting cases, partner alliances, discussions and activities that will be
conducted over the 5-year projects duration. The agenda:
14.30 Welcome (Rutgerd Boelens)
14.35 Introducing Riverhood and River Commons PhDs & postdocs (Lena Hommes)
14.50 Introduction Riverhood and River Commons (Rutgerd Boelens): see Annex 1
15.00 Reflections on the projects’ conceptual river dimensions (ontologies/perspectives) (Lena)
a. River-as-Ecosociety [reflection by Karl Mattias Wantzen]
b. River-as-Territory [reflection by Tom Perreault]
c. River-as-Subject [reflection by Esperanza Martinez]
d. River-as-Movement [reflection by Fabio de Castro]
16.00 Subdividing in 4 parallel groups to discuss one ‘dimension’ each
a. discussion River-as-Ecosociety [chair Tom Buijse]
b. discussion River-as-Territory [chair Lieke Melsen]
c. discussion River-as-Subject [chair Edward Huijbens]
d. discussion River-as-Movement [chair Barbara Hogenboom]
16.25 Feedback and integration of group discussions (chairs)
16.30 Projects’ actions and timeline (Jeroen Vos): see Annex 2
Baseline study, Website (partner coordination and cross-cultural exchange), PhD preparatory courses
and Summerschool, Secondments in Netherlands and Spain, Masters students fellowship and exchange
program, Books and publications, MOOC, documentaries & audiovisual training and interaction,
Environmental Justice Labs / River Co-governance Labs & stakeholder meetings.
16.50 Wrap-up: connecting concepts, methods, partners and river life worlds (Arjen Wals)
16.55 Closure (Rutgerd Boelens)
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River-as-Ecosociety
Presentation by Karl Matthias Wantzen
Karl Matthias Wantzen is professor of restoration ecology at the University of Tours, France and
heads the UNESCO Chair "Fleuves et Patrimoine - River Culture". His research focuses on the topics
of functional ecology of aquatic and freshwater-bound ecosystems, including rivers, streams,
wetlands and lakes, and the concept of ‘River Culture’, a socio-ecological approach to integrate
traditional ecological knowledge and biotic adaptive strategies into river management.
In this talk, Matthias Wantzen, reflects on the notion of river-as-ecosociety and explores the ideas
of rivers as biophysical beings and cradles of biological and cultural diversity.

Rivers as biophysical beings
Karl Matthias Wantzen opened his reflection by pointing out that when talking about riveras-ecosociety it is fundamental to understand rivers as biophysical beings that have their
particular ways of functioning. From this perspective, the catchment, basin, or cuenca, and
all the processes (chemical, biological, etc.) that it encompasses, are central. There are
the hydro geomorphological processes – for instance, all plains in which we stand have
been formed as a result of the action of water, even the ones that are now dry have been
created by rivers. There are the chemical processes – nutrients are distributed, producing
an enriching effect of the water current, enabling organisms to benefit from the materials
continuously carried by this conveyor belt of nutrients in rivers. Then there are the
biogeochemical processes – such as the primary production of vegetation, the role of
microbiota in the river's ecological processes, etc.
Matthias underlined that rivers have a “breathing-like” movement. As he put it: All rivers
and all types of aquatic ecosystems are pulsing. This “pulsation” means that sequential
(rhythmic) occurrence of floods and low water periods enable the alternating occurrence
of aquatic and terrestrial conditions in the floodplains. It is extremely important as it
encompasses exchange processes that bring fertility or, in the case of water pollution, that
transfer problems like the river contamination into our drinking water.
Also, in this riverine dynamic, Matthias emphasized the interactions in the floodplain, which
redesign the physical space. Once flooded, the natural floodplain is configured as a large
water surface and only when the water recedes, territories can be redefined (in the original
sense of the word coming from terra, the land). Through this permanent shifting between
aquatic and terrestrial status, the succession of organisms is kept in high activity.
Culture and biodiversity shaping the riverscape
The understanding that rivers create, select and disperse biological and cultural diversity
was central to the reflection. As Matthias stated: River valleys are the cradles of biological
and cultural diversity.
This stems from the ever-changing situation in which rivers and floodplains are found,
wherein human and non-human species are permanently adapting. Such condition opens
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windows of opportunity with resources that can be used (e.g., as appearing fish) and
windows of susceptibility, meaning risks that have to be avoided.
Humans modify river valleys, but cannot create them, hence there is a sort of deviation
between the cultural imagination, the stories, the cultural landscape and the physical
riverscape. Matthias argued that due to these interactions, the floodplains serve, in
practice, as creators and emitters of this biocultural diversity, leading to human
adaptations, inventions or strategies; the river carries these upstream and downstream.
Therefore, the dimensions of river culture can flow among different societies along the river
and, of course, via terrestrial pathways, also across rivers. But, as Matthias pointed out,
this biocultural diversity is declining very rapidly: 84% of freshwater biodiversity loss in
the last 30 years, regarding large palearctic migratory fish species the figure reaches 97%,
and there is still no precise idea on the extent of the cultural effects. As he stated: By our
increasing development we are crossing the carrying capacity limits and we all know that
we are getting into severe problems.
The River Culture Concept
Matthias advocates the concept of River Culture, which conveys the understanding that
floods are not by definition a disaster and that we should use the advantage of the flood
pulse in order to live in a healthier environment. As he put it: We can learn from traditional
ecological knowledge, and organizations, we can learn and innovate from biotic
adaptations, and we should cooperate upstream, downstream, in one “Bassin de
responsabilite”; the river basin being the baseline unit for territorial and environmental
policies.
He explained that the 32 case studies conducted by his team all over the world, where
biological and human strategies in rivers where compared, showed that there are very
similar drivers but different dynamics in the deterioration of biocultural diversity. The
tipping points are rapidly approaching all over the world. There is an intergenerational
cultural breakdown, meaning that people simply forget how their ancestors have lived with,
rather than against rivers. But river awareness can help to transform this situation, as he
explained. Finally, he emphasized that:
People mostly take local action because they get a feeling for their river, they understand
their responsibility, they feel that their river is their life. There is no return to good old
times, but old cultural forms can receive new functions, so we need a lot of translational
research.
----Group discussion on River-as-Ecosociety
There was an enriching and interesting discussion on the topic river-as-ecosociety. The
session was moderated by Prof. Tom Buijse. Important points of attention and questions
raised by the discussion are presented below:
•

The first point of concern in the discussion was related to the importance of having
clarity on what is meant by a river. Rather than a simple channel or stream, the
floodplain and the river valley (riverscape, river corridor) are inextricable elements
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of the “river”. It needs to be understood in its fullest senses, as a whole socioecological area where a diversity of ecologies, cultures, knowledge frames and
water flows combine.
•

Several participants also emphasised that while the river is indeed more than a line
of water, investigating the whole catchment is not always feasible. The scale
definition, among others, is key. Some argue that maybe the streams together with
the floodplains may constitute an apt delineation. Since research and support
activities directly depend on the issues at stake and scales chosen, discussions on
which delineation should be considered need to be made explicit.

•

When talking about water flows, most studies tend to take the catchment as the
unit. Both ecologically and in terms of environmental justice; upstream downstream interconnections are also crucial. Regarding this point, it is important
to bear in mind that spatial choices determine the lenses of observation, that is,
what is and is not observed.

•

The pressing issue of water transferring between catchments was also highlighted
in the discussion. Currently, there are severe issues regarding illegal water
withdrawals (e.g., diverging water from wetlands in Spain to produce cheaper
strawberries — aquifers Coto Doñana) and numerous projects in progress (e.g., in
Congo, India, Russia and China) are showing how river water is diverted. In this
regard it was noted that the "Bassin de Responsabilité" also becomes more
prominent in this context and that this issue also poses important environmental
justice concerns (for example, populations living in particular regions [upstream]
extract excessive amounts of water from rivers for their own use, leaving distant
populations [downstream] with limited access to the water resource).

•

Some observed that territories are crossed by the river while at the same time
people think in terms of their own “unit” of organizing; the “sense of place” belongs
to this unit, but in many cases the river is crossing different administrative
territories. Therefore, there is a need for clear and explicit discussions on what river
spatial and socio-ecological are appropriate for what objectives and goals.

•

Rivers can unite and divide people and biological species (which also depends on
the size of the river). One cannot feel for social or ecological others when distances
are large; our human senses are very limited, and this can be an issue for humannature relationships. Some argue that in diverse cases audiovisual, digital or GIS
technology can help us to understand these relationships better.

•

There are usually significant distances between human communities along a river,
and people often do not know how different groups, located at great distances from
each other, are treating the river. In this sense, the question of how to create
collaboration is posed. How to communicate so that people can understand the
impact of what they are doing beyond their horizon. This is key for the river projects
and their modes of exchange.

•

Regarding the theme "sense of place", some highlighted that it is important to
question whether we perceive the river, the river landscape, the river corridor as
our territory. To understand how other people in different sections of the river live,
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one must travel. River festivals, for instance, where people from different rivers
invite others to understand shared issues and identify similar attitudes towards the
river from different, distant areas, is important. This makes it possible for people to
identify with each other and enables sharing responsibility for maintaining the
integrity of the river.

•

Several participants observed that there is an important difference when talking
about individual persons and collective organizations, institutes, etc. This also
relates to the cooperation of different states regarding the protection of water
quality. It is important to distinguish between the qualitative differences in terms
of stakeholder categories that are governing or impacting the catchment area.
These influence also what forms of communication are appropriate to use, to tell
the stories, to raise awareness, to foster collaborations and networks.

River-as-Territory
Presentation by Tom Perrault
Tom Perreault is professor and chair of the Department of Geography and the Environment in the
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syracuse University. His research revolves around
the relationship between people and their environments, with an emphasis on questions of social
justice and political economy.
In this talk, Tom Perreault elaborates on the notion of river as territory. He started by asking a couple
of key questions.

What kind of spaces are territories?
Tom Perreault emphasized that for thinking about territories themselves, and rivers as
territories, we need to understand how territory has evolved as a key concept of political
geography. In many (classic) perspectives it is approached as a fundamentally modern
concept, which in many ways is linked to the modern nation-state and forms of government
and governance. It is not necessarily limited to the territory of the state or state territories,
but it is often times thought of in relation to the state. He underlined: So, there is an
implication of state, power, government and governance that is already built into the
concept of territory. This is something worth wrestling with since it already implies a certain
form of power and rule.
Beyond top-down enactment of territory scholars increasingly also focus on how it becomes
perceived and normalized by people, a sort of a bottom-up form of power or rule which
emphasises the local, the location, or the region, as a mental and political construct. So,
beyond only a regulatory or normative sense, it also takes shape in relation to people's
connection and subjection to the state and state power. And so, the territory already
implies rules, governance, power (e.g., Foucault on the territorialization of power). Based
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on that, Tom posed two important questions: how is power extended and overlain on
territories in which people live? If we think of territory as fundamentally linked to the
modern concept of the nation state, as concerned with the locale or the region, then what
kind of territories are hydrosocial territories?
If we think about the spatialization of water, then waterscape is one way of thinking about
that, watershed or river basin would be another way, he pointed out. There are forms that
go along with these like forms of social relations, patterns of investments of capital, set
forms of livelihoods and, of course, ecological and hydrological processes.
Territory and governance
Tom illustrated that we could think about a number of different ways of rule, of governance
forms associated with that. Integrated watershed management, river basin management,
the doctrine of prior appropriation, etcetera. These involve forms of water rights that are
linked to river basin control, interstate treaties between provinces within a state or
transboundary governance, between governments. So, there are many different ways of
thinking about governance that are spatialized, territorialized. In that sense, Tom stressed:
This, of course, implies the notion of rights, so whose rights for what kind of water? Whose
rights for what kind of access? How water rights are conceptualized and enacted, which
has implications for power, rule, and governance associated with particular forms of hydro
social territories.
Waters and territories
Tom pointed out that it is important to keep in mind that there are multiple waters, multiple
social settings, and multiple territories. So, when thinking about hydrosocial territories,
one cannot only think about one kind of water, one kind of rule, one kind of right, but
requires thinking about the ways that these territorial designs or networks overlap and
interact, and how they are contested among different actors. Therefore, there are
overlapping spaces and scales of water territorialization. An example of this is legal
pluralism, which involves scales of governance and differences in rights between particular
users, local users, drinking water systems and the ways that those sit often uncomfortably
with other more liberal forms of rights or generalized forms of rights and power and
governance within the dominant society. Also, at different scales different forms of
governance are associated with different forms of rules and different sorts of knowledge in
the territory.
Spatial scales
Tom pointed out that hydrosocial territories are formed and reformed constituting spatial
networks. Here, the notion of scale, of spatial scale, according to him, is extremely
important for understanding the territorialization of water. As he stated:
Watershed themselves exists within a multiplicity of scales, there are sort of nesting scales
of different orders of streams and rivers from the very local to the continental. So thinking
in terms of scale and the way that scale is produced and reproduced and resolved and
contested within different kinds of hydro social territories, is part of understanding the
territorialization of water.
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He explained how “scalar fix” is a concept that links to David Harvey’s notion of the spatial
fix, in which his concern is the investment of capital that takes place in a particular location
and by fixing capital and investment within a particular location. We could think of
hydrosocial territories in an analogous way, the formation and reformation of hydrosocial
territories works as both spatial and scalar fix. It fixes a particular scale of social and
environmental interaction of socio natural relations, which then becomes a scale for both
providing livelihoods, changing knowledges, but it also provides a scale that potentially
creates an option for contestation. It is important to keep in mind that these are not
permanent and as with any kind of hegemonic form, they are always open to contestation
and have to be continuously reproduced. This way, located within particular contexts, it is
important that particular hydrosocial territories reflect social relations of power and
cooperation.
----Group discussion on River-as-Territory
A rich discussion on the topics covered in the presentation river-as-territory took place.
The session was moderated by Dr. Lieke Melsen. Important highlights that emerged from
the discussion are presented below:
•

Which are the most relevant scales (between scales or across scales) for studying
territories? And specially if we are talking about power relations and governance.

•

The issue of scale is very important. For instance, social movements in Spain (at
least) started working at local levels, but then joined forces at the watershed level
with other organizations, then scaled-up to the national level. This gives social
movements a multi-scalar characteristic which allow them to scale-up their claims.
This made them more effective.

•

One important question that was raised was: Are we romanticizing “the local”?
Should all local activism be stimulated? Is it always appropriate if it is local? In
response to that, it was emphasized that it is important to be aware of differences
and power imbalances within social movements and communities (there are a lot
of contradictions within communities), in order to not romanticize the local. Some
observed that it is important to discuss normative positions on what is good and
bad, or a militant position in research where you are very explicit about where you
stand and what your motivations are. Others added that it is important to make
explicitly your positionality to avoid expectations at local level, and to let people see
where the production of knowledge comes from.

•

Not all progressive or environmentalist initiatives are necessarily good; projects to
give rights to nature come with a lot of contestations from different actors and
sides. We need to question what the local actually is and who do we mean when
talking about communities. In general, participants commented that understanding
heterogeneity and avoiding picturing a community as a homogeneous crowd is
crucial; there are many micro-tensions involved that need to be considered.

•

Several participants noted that it is important to work with households and small
communities to understand and enforce their sense of belonging to a river. They
commented that there are micro scales to see and work with, where households
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use ecological solutions (i.e., agroecology) to restore connections to the river and
create a stronger sense of place.
•

Another key consideration was the need to think about and understand how
historical processes have shaped and configured territories.

River-as-Subject
Presentation by Esperanza Martinez
Esperanza Martinez is a biologist and a lawyer, has been an activist for over 30 years, and is a
member and founder of the association Acción Ecológica, in Ecuador. As a consultant to the
Constitutional Assembly of Ecuador in 2008, she pushed the introduction of new rights such as
“nature as a subject of rights” and other environmental and human rights protections.
In this talk, Esperanza elaborated on what rivers may say as subjects and what rivers and
communities may feel in face of a diversity of practices.

The concept of subject
Esperanza Martinez started by pointing out the complexity of the concept of subject. The
concept has been part of the philosophical discussion throughout history and is central in
philosophy, together with modernity and colonization. It imposes fragmented visions of
existence between subjects and objects, nature/culture, living/inert. As she highlighted:
Part of this discussion is to build a concept of the subject that will not be separated from
nature and the agreement that we need new notions of nature.
Esperanza focused on the notion of the subject as a precondition to have rights. It implies
thinking about the concept of the river in a moral and legal way and how to approach the
issues of justice and river rights.
Understanding rivers from the concept of subject
Esperanza argued that the notion of rivers as a subject conducts us to understand justice
as an end, and law as a tool. There are precedents in treating the river as a subject. She
brought up two examples to illustrate this point:
1. The Wanganui River in New Zealand. In this case, the river was defined from its
wellbeing. The case was brought to the court, through a kind of a truth commission:
the Wanganui Tribunal. They wrote a 400-page report with different perspectives
about the river: its use, management, and conflicts. The commission retrieved the
last voices, living voices, voices of elders, women and children. The tribunal
analysed the historical damage in a country with a strong colonial structure. In case
of absolute injustice, it was necessary to create instances on national rights.
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2. Another important precedent is the ruling on the Atrato river in Colombia where the
river was recognized as a person and the cultural view of rights was the theoretical
framework. Colombia has a famous judicial system. In this case, the plaintiff and
the same judge wanted to declare a state of unconstitutionality of things. This legal
figure is very powerful because it involves intervention in all the states' institutions.
Despite opening a court for a follow-up, the enforcement order was not accepted
due to material limitation. So, the option of declaring the river as a person was
encountered in this case. But the river was not really defined, although the figure
of the guardians of the river was created. This was very well received and gave rise
to many similar lawsuits to protect rivers. This was also very important in terms of
participation. To guarantee the latter, the guardians were put under the protection
system, because of the violence and mining context. The river itself has big
problems because there are many illegal activities that affect the role of the
environmental authority to execute the sentence. This institutional weakness is very
common in most Latin American countries.

What is a river?
To think about the river as an issue, we need to know what a river is, Esperanza remarked.
To Maori population (New Zealand) it is a sacred unit that goes from the mountain to the
ocean. They say: “I am the river, and the river is me”. This means if somebody abuse or
harms the river, this person should face the law.
Esperaza underlined that we know more about what a river is not, than what the river is.
The river is not a water channel, it is not an enclosed ecosystem, not even a unit, it is not
an empty space. Rivers maintain relationships with diverse human and non-human
communities. Rivers have stories, are the memory of the community. There are guardians,
spirits on the water, mythological beings. Also, the rivers can enact revenge and
punishment.
The rivers are defined in multiple ways depending on what we do and how we live with the
rivers. Especially for indigenous people, she highlighted, for instance, the Cofan community
which has different words for rivers; they have different words for downstream, upstream,
waterfalls, pools, sacred places; for them, life revolves around and through the river. As
Esperanza emphasized:
When thinking of the river as a subject of rights, we need to do multiple translations: what
does the river say/feel, according to the communities? What can a justice actor understand
about rivers? How can we combine rational and formal systems with the symbolical and
magical systems? It implies a dialogue not only through an intercultural system but through
an intercognitive perception system.
Reactions from the rivers and rivers as new subjects of rights
Esperanza pointed out that rivers are reacting against the dam construction, pollution,
climate change, roads. In reaction, in several countries, there are movements to get
constitutional

reforms

that

recognize

nature

as

a

subject

of

rights.

However,

constitutionally there is only one nature, instead of multiples natures as it is for indigenous
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communities (for example, the concept of our nature, the Pachamama, is a spatial and
temporal concept, more spiritual than material; each place has its own identity).
Around the world, rivers have had more jurisprudence on the conditions of new subjects
of rights. It is interesting, however, to discuss the pros and cons of treating the rivers as
an individual subject of rights, she stressed. Life teaches us that there are scenarios that
should escape from the law, these are not regulated spaces or self-regulated spaces. Those
are called autonomy rights. The river is one of them, but the State recognizes rivers as
national patrimony of public use. The principle of the public replaces then the notion of the
common good.
However, as Esperanza explained, the visions of communities about the common goods
are quite different from the State in the management of the public. As she illustrated,
people know they should not defecate in the river, but with applications of sanitation
standards, the State allows them to divert and discharge sewage into rivers, polluting or
drying up water resources. The question is: How can we apply the rights of the rivers in
this situation? The problem, as she argued, is the difficulty to prove the damage in rivers
when there are discourses and norms that allow polluting or abusing the rivers. The last
verdict of constitutional court of August 2021 determines that although the rights to use
and abuse water are legal and processed with permits (permits legalize the illegal), the
ecological flow is a constitutional matter, and this right implies the right of the river to
have rights.
Inspired by the work of Arturo Escobar, she finalized by indicating a route to apply and
materialize the thought of rivers as a subject:
Every river is a conjunction of place charges, feelings, vital processes, and relationships,
and as a subject, it is necessary to strengthen the role of the community in the legal
protection of the rivers. Not only appealing to the relationships of the community towards
rivers but also using indigenous justice and this sense of historical reparations.
----Group discussion on River-as-Subject
There was a fruitful discussion on the concepts and ideas presented on the river-as-subject.
The session was moderated by Prof. Edward Huijbens. Important points of this discussion
are presented below:
•

The importance of thinking and considering the multiple uses of rivers when thinking
of river-as-subject was highlighted in the discussion. Rivers are used for illegal
practices like drug trafficking routes, for instance.

•

There are different ways of representing a river, in Colombia, for instance, rivers
are represented from a top-down approach.

•

One important question to be considered is: How the notion of rivers as a subject
of rights can work in a legal pluralism framework? This is a relevant topic to analyse
within that theme.
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•

Beyond giving the rights to the rivers, there is a power structure hidden that would
imply institutional changes and accommodation of power and social relations.
Therefore, it is necessary to identify the voices/people who defend the notion of
considering the river as a subject of rights. It is also relevant to know what it means
to defend the river as a subject of rights and who carries it out in the legal context.

•

Within this discussion on the river as subject, some pointed out that it is important
to reflect on who defines the quality of being a subject or object and who speaks
from the voice of the river.

•

Other important questions that could be made within this topic of discussion are:
What are the criteria to say whether is positive or negative to enact the rights of
the rivers? Why in New Zeeland giving rights to the river is considered a successful
process?

•

Finally, participants highlighted that it is important to bear in mind that considering
the rivers as a subject of right is still a human construction that needs critical
scrutiny of social interests and power differentials.

Rivers-as-Movement
Presentation by Fabio de Castro
Dr. Fabio de Castro is senior lecturer at CEDLA, the Faculty of Humanities, University of Amsterdam
(UvA). His research activities are related to environment and society issues in Latin America,
including environmental policies, socioenvironmental movements, environmental justice and
sustainable production systems.
In this talk, Fabio elaborated on the connection between social movements and the local commons
and made important remarks to help us thinking about the multi-dimensional river movements.

Social movements and the local commons
River as a movement sets collective action is at the core of analysis. Fabio de Castro
pointed at the interest of better understanding the relations between the local commons
and the larger, often spatially broader social movements, in what Sergio Villamayor and
colleagues have termed the virtuous cycle hypothesis. This hypothesis departs from the
idea that social movements and the commons are mutually reinforcing. He explained that
the “commoning processes” have support from social movements and support, in turn,
those movements, which grow from local mobilizations and struggles, becoming stronger
in their narratives and gaining more power. It happens through institutional learning,
knowledge exchange, and social capital.
He also introduced in this discussion the hypothesis of the “wicked cycle”, which means
that this cycle that can lead to positive virtuosity, can also create wicked problems. He
illustrated this point with the case of the territorial rights of protected areas in Brazil where
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ethnic communities that have their rights back, but by obtaining them and becoming
national and international movements, end up losing their autonomy and vision on local
struggles, and may become overly homogeneous. Eventually, they end up transferring the
responsibility of environmental protection to local communities and at the same time
legitimize a double model: environmental protection by local communities and
development by commodity expansions. This dual approach allows the government to
claim that protected areas are put in place (by devolution of rights to social movements
and communities), while at the same time arguing that there is a need for development in
these areas (developers are for instance mining and soy companies).
Back to the connection between commoning processes and social movements, Fabio
emphasized that a way to combine the two elements, as two sides of the same coin, is to
use the concept of "commoning", not as a noun, "common", but as an action. It is important
to understand, in this sense, commoning as a multidimensional process that has
motivations ranging from issues of conflict to issues of everyday life, that can imply more
symmetrical but also asymmetrical positions. In this sense, he pointed that it is very
important to look at movements as a combination of virtuous and wicked cycles that can
occur at the same time, either as a tension, or in cycles happening at different stages of
the movement, or different scales of interactions, or even across different actors (when
some benefit and others do not).
In this process of mutual reinforcement between social movements and the commons,
Fabio also pointed at the important role that brokers play as interlocutors between the
commons, the movements and within the movements. For the case of Latin America, he
points at the key role that first Priests who followed the liberation theology had as brokers;
later these were joined and partly replaced by non-governmental organizations (NGO’s),
lawyers and researchers.
Fabio illustrated the above based on his own research in Brazil. These highlight the
complexity and dynamism of disentangling local water centred struggles and broader
movements. Many struggles in Brazil initially started as struggles for access to land that
later evolved to struggles in and around water and rivers and floodplains. His own study in
the Amazon floodplains focused on communal management of (flood) lakes. This study
highlights the complexities and interactions that take place at different scales between
(sometimes conflicting) communities, the state and NGOs.
Few thoughts on how rivers can be studied as movements
The first point raised by Fabio is connected to the definition of rivers (river-as-subject) and
how to define and conceptualize these. Important elements to take into consideration are
ecology of rivers and floodplains, rivers as socio-ecological systems, rivers as dynamic
processes. The question that is posed here is: How can we conceptually capture the
notion(s) of rivers?
The second point addressed the importance to see the commons and commoning
processes, just as social movements as action that takes place at multiple scales and in
very different and diverging ways.
The third point is to conceptualize and think of rivers as a movement as a multidimensional
process/phenomenon that varies in time (day-to-day practices to long term processes),
space (from local to global) and that has clear winners and losers both of which need to be
studied.
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Finally, it is key to highlight the importance of empirical on-the-ground work along with
the actors that are part of and form these multi-dimensional river movements.

--Group discussion on River-as-Movement
There was a lively discussion about the notion of rivers-as-movement. The session was
moderated by Prof. Barbara Hogenboom. A few highlights of this discussion are presented
below:
•

Why are we making the distinction from local, national, regional? It is important to
address that there are conflictive perspectives and not romanticizing the local.
Interrogating the way of approaching things is key since it shapes our analysis.

•

If movements emerge from a desire to change, they emerge from an imaginary
future. Current possibilities for collaboration arise in this context, but also similar
future wishes.

•

It is important to go deeper into what concerns the river as a movement with
respect to time. Not from a linear notion of time, but from a multicultural
perspective. This is because time is different in different cultures. And for rivers,
time is also different, some go slowly, others quickly, still others in free fall, etc.
Time is also related to the material needs of the river.

•

Another important aspect to reflect on is the connectivity that rivers make across
different places. A river can cross very heterogeneous places; in this sense, a river
as a unifying movement connects diverse struggles, but it can also mask some
struggles over others, making some visible and others invisible. Therefore, looking
at the type of tensions and dialectical relations is crucial.

•

Another important concept to consider is that of the “user”. Who are the users of
the river and what are the different interests involved? How to connect users with
legal rights and others without legal rights.

•

Connect river as a movement with “human rights defenders” struggles and the
human right to water and food and the connections with territory is also a major
task that is raised by this topic.

•

The topic also raised reflections on issues related to the private management of
rivers that affect local communities. Communities, for instance in Chile, are fighting
against companies that hinder their access to water. So, what is the relationship
between these social struggles and governance? This is an empirical question to be
explored in each case study. In the Brazilian Amazon for instance, the concept as
‘community’ was coined by knowledge brokers from liberation theology. So, it is not
necessarily negative if terms and ideas come from outside.
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Closing words

Arjen Wals
Arjen Wals is a Professor of Transformative Learning for Socio-Ecological Sustainability at
Wageningen University in The Netherlands and a UNESCO Chair of Social Learning and Sustainable
Development.
Arjen Wals wrapped up the kick-off meeting with a final reflection on what had emerged during the
afternoon, illuminating the opportunities, possibilities and alternative paths for thinking and doing
on, with and through the rivers that are unveiled by the start of the projects. In his words:

Such rich and provocative presentations with so many interesting people in the room. Let
me just say, that this is a very rich community with different backgrounds, roots, vantage
points etc., albeit most of us academics/scholars/intellectuals in rather comfortable
positions, with a shared concern/passion for creating a world that is more sustainable than
the one in prospect. I hope the ontological aspect – the claims made about the nature of
being and what it means to be human on a troubled planet – will remain present in the
work that is ahead.
But also, the transgressive element of resisting, troubling, critiquing and transforming
systems that normalize commodification, extractivism, exploitation, etc. The prospects for
boundary crossing, overcoming false binaries and developing more relational ways of being
in the world seem tremendous. Hopefully the River Labs / Environmental Justice Labs of
both projects will allow multiple actors, rooted in a river basin/watershed/river common,
nested in the wider world, to, in a way reflexively fumble towards a more just, connected
and, indeed ‘sustainable’ way of governing rivers. In systems speak – hopefully we will
create synergies between these labs (but also between the excellent PhDs that are coming
together in the years to come) and the whole we become more than the sum of its parts.
The combined programs present excellent opportunities for co-learning, co-constructing
and ‘co-conspiring’ in counter-hegemonic ways that will open-up new pathways for both
research and practice that include the voices and materialities of the river and non-human
and the more-than-human world.

Rutgerd Boelens
Rutgerd Boelens is professor at WRM Wageningen University and CEDLA University of Amsterdam,
and Visiting Professor at the Catholic University of Peru and the Central University of Ecuador. His
research focuses on political ecology, water governance, water rights and legal pluralism, water
cultures and cultural politics, governmentality, hydrosocial territories, and social mobilization. He is
involved in overall coordination of the Riverhood and River Commons projects.
Rutgerd Boelens ended the kick-off meeting with these final words:

Dear friends, it has been an enormous pleasure to listen to your inspiring presentations
and conversations, to share ideas and motivations, to work together on knowing and
supporting river commonning and understanding riverhoods. I started today with those
15

words of that one Colombian fisherman who came across in the first exchange activity we
organized in the rivers’ projects, Horacio was his name. He said “when I am fishing, the
animals are accompanying me. They are singing to me. Of course fishes have a voice. Fish
have a voice because in spawning time, which is the time of winter in Colombia, they begin
to snore”. So how to learn from nature? He says “we know when the river will rise, we
know when the weather will change. Why? Because animals tell us; in the river there's a
thing called the little bubble, the burbuja. It starts beating and beating and that is when
the river will rise”.
I don't have a clue what the bubble or the burbuja is, but I want to get to know it, to learn
about those ideas rooted in river communities. Apparently there are communities that do
know about these bubbles, river behaviours, personalities, river-beings, how the river
flows, works, lives, and how people interact with their rivers. How this can be the basis of
constructing new policies, new governance ideas but also new ideas from movements who
work across boundaries. We have discussed the importance of not romanticizing ‘the local’,
‘the indigenous’, which indeed is a dangerous academic and political trap. At the same
time, however, policies are being invented and imposed, suspending local river realities
even before the local actually is known. So, how to give a rightful voice to local knowledges,
ideas, norms, even when considering that these are not always and necessarily equitable,
just, or sustainable: first you’ll have to engage with and study that. Therefore, let's work
together with side-lined communities, to learn how the fish is singing, why the rivers rise,
why the rivers cry and how the rivers are hurt. Let's learn together with the peasant
communities to see why the rivers run dry. Let's work together with the women water
users' associations to see why the water is male or why the water is female, or why the
water can be both.
Let's work across natural and social sciences to see how we can work together and not just
as academics but also beyond our disciplines - the very definition of discipline, of academic
discipline, is that ‘disciplines discipline’. Let's avoid that and then look to what other
partners in society think, feel, reason, build, to see how we can be undisciplined, how we
can unlearn, re-learn, and co-learn together with grassroots, with activists, with other
actors in river societies in order to shape new ideas. With peoples in the river mud, let us
collectively learn about riverhoods, in all their senses, flows, colours, struggles, conflicts
and inspirations. Let us learn with social movements how river commoning dynamically
travels and is shaped across borders and peoples; translated from the one country and
continent to the other, in order to fight in solidarity for environmental justice.
I very much look forward to that. On behalf of the organizing team and Wageningen
University. I thank you very much for participating and for the inspiring debates. Let's see
how we can make a network that's broad, open, and share all the ideas about how to recommon the rivers, and how to work together the urgent issue of rivers’ environmental
justice!
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Annexes
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Annex 1
Introduction: Riverhood and River Commons — Rutgerd Boelens
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Annex 2
Projects’ actions and timeline — Jeroen Vos
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